
Tai Chi Chuan and Modern Lifestyles Conference

A Few Words from Laurens Lee

Sifu Tchoung discussed with me on how to celebrab the 25s Anniversary of the
establishment of the Chinese Tai Chi Chuan Association and the publication of his book
"The Annotated Theoreticat and Practical Tai Chuan" last year. I realized that it was an
important task and b"grn to think how we should celebrate. Later we decided to
organize a Tai Chi Chuan Conference, which is the very first of its kind in Vancouver.
We intended to invite various Tai Chi Chuan Sifus to conduct different workshops on the
theme of Tai Chi Chuan. By doing so/ we hope to introduce Tai Chi Chuan to the public.

We hope the participants can have a better understanding of the Tai Chi Chuan by
jointng the conference. The conference can also motivate them to further explore this art.
Thus we can see the harvest of Sifu Tchoung's several decades of hardwork and his
contribution to the society.

This concept has been support by the Chinese Cultural Centre, the Sifus and the
members of the Tai Chi Chuan Association. Without their sincere pabonage, the
conference would not have come true. I would like to take this opportunity to extend my
gratitude for their support. Wish all of you have an enjoyable time!
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